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‘&me is 9 mi$& cdmtinuum in which some arc component is not a Borei set. 
Et is I&!I kt.~~m that the component of any point in any topokq&al space is 
ck~ed, but thaw t&s need not hol&fw me ctxnponents. In this paper, we shall show 
that the arc conqmne~t need r9t even be a Borei set. 
Foi p G X, &mote the arc cwmponent of p in X by A,(X), or A, if X is clear 
ftarrm context. Then: 
Theorem 1. 
W to be not Bore1 @bet (b)). ,I, 
We remark that since M is 1-dimension& it embeds in, W3, $ye [I, ?h?ycmm 
K?]; this will a&o be obtious from our construction). ‘I%@ folI&&$&&$ seem 
to be open. 
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Problem I. If M is a planar continuum, must every arc component in&& be Borel? 
Prthlem 2. Is there a continuum M SO that for ettch point p e M9 A, is not Borel? 
Can such atl. M be homogeneous? A topol- group? 
We also rt:mark that every arc comlbor,ent in a Polish space is analytic. To see 
this, observe that the function space, N = C([O, I], &I) is Polish if A4 h, atid A,(M) 
is the projection of the closed set, 
{(q,f)dhN: f(O)=p and f(l)=(n). 
The construction of the desired continuum makes use of sinfl/x) curves, judi- 
ciously located, to prevent pairs of points in the continuum from being in the same 
path component. Since some points of a Cantor set are tcr be joined to a pcri~t ;p 
by a path while nearby points are not, a sort of pa&d sin(l/x) CWW, &$ai&d 
below, is useful. 
s 1, let E(x) be the suBset of W2 defined by 
E(x)=({O, l}x[-1, I])v([Q,x]~{sin(P/x)})u({(y,sin(l/y))~x~y~l}). 
Len 
~58) = ({cl 1) x [--19 13’)v ({(y, sin(l/y))fW y S I}). 
6. 
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EANBRM 2. L.+ef W be an analytic set in the Cantor set C. Tbtm there is a 1 -dimmsional 
continuum M and embedding c;p : C -1, M so that. for mm arc component A, of M, 
A,nQ(C)=Q(W)- 
Proof. Let ?r: C x C -) C be the projection map. By Fact (a), there is a Ga set V 
in @XC so that n(V)= W. 
Let h : R’+ R2 be za homeomorphism sothat h (C x C) = (0) x C. Let H: R3 -) R3 
be defined by id+ x h. 
By Lemma 1, there is a continuum X in [0, 1] NIX” so that X n ((0) X R2) = 
((0,O)) x C and for some point p, (AP n ((0, 0)) x C) = H((O} x V). 
Mow H-*(X) is a continuum in [O, 1] x R’ so that K *(X$ n [(O} x R2> = (0) X c x c 
and for some point p in H-‘(X), 
APn{O}xCxC=(0)x V. 
Recall that w(C x 6) = (0) x C and e(V) = W, the analytic set in thi: hypothesis: 
We wish to join the points of V to those in their prq kctions. This is accomplished 
by adding a set to Hyl 
B ==(O)x[O, l]x C 
desired is El u H-‘(X), where (p(C) = ((0, 0)) x 67. 
ow that A, n Q(C) is not any 
Lemma 2 is almost Theorem 2, excrspt that M and p depend orn IK ..J&$ gqw, 
let W c C x C be a universal analytic set, as in l%c+ (c). Since.-ct X7 C k hqrqgjg~F 
phic to C, Theorem 2 follows by applying Lemma 2. to W. -s *,- 
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